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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

                                      is your sense of trust in your
own abilities, self-worth and choices. It can be
influenced by a number of key factors, such as
body image, goals and thought patterns (and
more!). 
 
A strong sense of self-confidence can be
beneficial for a number of reasons. It can allow
you to feel more happiness and enjoyment
while decreasing stress and anxiety. It can also
help you to feel more capable and ready to
take on new opportunities. The more confident
you are about the potential of achieving your
dreams, the more likely you are to feel
energised and motivated about making them
come true. And as a result of all the benefits,
self-confidence may help you become more
successful in different areas of life, from work to
relationships. 
   
In this exciting new guide from The Daily Guru,
you’ll discover 8 key self-esteem markers and
how they could be impacting your self-
confidence. You’ll also find practical and
meaningful action tips throughout the guide to
help you develop and strengthen your sense of
self-confidence.   

Self-confidence 



I N T R O D U C T I O N  

First of all, here are some questions to help you understand
your self-confidence and in which areas it may be lacking 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wherever you may have answered “no”, this could be a
potential area to work on to help you build your self-
confidence.  
 
Download the guide below and you can start deliberately
strengthening your self-confidence today!.   

 Do you embrace and appreciate the way you look?
 

Do you regularly receive thoughtful and positive
feedback about your work or academic pursuits? 

 
Do you feel supported, loved and accepted by your
close family and friends? 

 
Do you feel resilient, capable and proactive about
dealing with challenges in your life? 

 
Do you often set and follow through on meaningful
goals? 
Do you have a sense of purpose?  

 
Do you engage in positive ways of thinking? 

 
Do you respect and value your own wants and
needs?  

Questions



        k e y  
s e l f - e s t e e m  

m a r k e r s

the 8
The 8 key self-esteem markers include body image, feedback, influence of

family or peers, life experiences, goals, purpose, thought patterns and
respect. Below, you’ll find a series of questions which can help you

determine if you have a strong sense of self-confidence, or not. 

Do you embrace and appreciate the way you look? 
 

Do you regularly receive thoughtful and positive feedback about
your work or academic pursuits? 

 
Do you feel supported, loved and accepted by your close family and

friends? 
 

Do you feel resilient, capable and proactive about dealing with
challenges in your life? 

 
Do you often set and follow through on meaningful goals? 

 
Do you have a sense of purpose?  

 
Do you engage in positive ways of thinking? 

 
Do you respect and value your own wants and needs?  

. 
If you answered “no” to these questions, you may like to explore how your
self-confidence is being reduced and learn some action tips for building it

back up again! 



BODY Image
Next time you look in the mirror, notice which thoughts pop up about

the way you look.

                 accept and embrace the many
unique aspects of yourself and feel a sense

of love and compassion? Or, do you
immediately notice your flaws and feel

guilty, sad, ashamed, or frustrated with the
reflection looking back at you?

The way you feel about your body can have a huge impact on your
self-confidence. It could be the difference between you walking down
the street, feeling proud and comfortable or feeling self-conscious and

afraid of being judged.

Do you 

Action Tips:
 Try using some positive affirmations whenever you look at

yourself in the mirror, or when you feel less confident about your
appearance. Here are some affirmations you might enjoy:

- I love and accept myself, just as I am 
 

-I embrace and appreciate my individuality  
 

-I am glad to be me



Positive feedback from people you like and admire can help
you develop your own sense of confidence, whereas negative

feedback (especially on a regular basis) can diminish your self-
confidence. For example, if you complete a project at work

which you worked really hard on, if your boss criticises it and
picks it apart, this may negatively impact your self-confidence.

However, if your boss offers thoughtful feedback and
commends you for the effort you put into the project, this

might help you strengthen your self-confidence.  

Feed Back

Action Tips:
Try to be your own cheerleader and develop your self-
esteem by praising and complimenting yourself. For

example, rather than solely relying on feedback from your
boss, you could acknowledge that you worked hard on
your project and praise yourself for what you did well.

Below, you’ll find some examples of praise which can be
useful to help you build your self-esteem.

-I did my best and that’s what truly counts. 
 

-I learned a lot from this experience and it’s a great
accomplishment for me. 

   
-I’m proud of myself.



 
Consistent negative comments from your family or peers can

also harm your sense of self-worth. It can be particularly difficult
to feel good about yourself when you hear unkind words from

people who are close to you because these are the people who
are meant to love and accept you unconditionally.  

                         of Family 
or Peers

Influence

Action Tips:
 

Be assertive! Try standing up for yourself when family or
peers say negative things about you. Let them know that

you feel hurt by their comments, or request that they
keep their thoughts to themselves.  

 
Sometimes, people don’t even realise the impact of their
comments and opinions. It can actually be beneficial for

your ongoing relationship to let them know when
something they’ve said has hurt your feelings.  



 
Life can present many challenges and opportunities which can have

a massive influence on self-esteem. For example, an experience of
trauma could negatively impact your self-confidence, while an

opportunity to work in a positive and meaningful job could help
boost your self-confidence.  

Examples of trauma which could negatively impact self-confidence
include bullying, any form of abuse, injury, relationship breakdowns,

or accidents. For instance, imagine you’ve gone for a drive and
accidentally hit another car. The other driver was unkind about

what happened and you felt upset and worried about having to pay
for the damage. 

   
Next time you went driving, you felt scared that you might make

another mistake. Your heart was racing and your hands were
shaking and you decided to drive home. Your self-confidence was

lower after the accident and as a result, you felt less capable in your
abilities to drive well. 

 

E x p e r i e n c e s

Engage in self-compassion by using self-talk which is
similar to the way you would speak to a friend. You might
reassure yourself that it’s ok to make mistakes and that

you’ve done the best you could. Rather than just beating
yourself up, you might look at some positive actions you
could take to build up your driving confidence, such as

taking driving lessons, going for short drives and gradually
going out for longer, having someone with you for support,
or visiting a psychologist to help you process the traumatic

experience and move forward.   

Action Tips:

L i f e



If you regularly set unrealistic goals or don’t follow through on
the goals you do set, your self-confidence may suffer. You might
start to doubt your abilities and feel like you won’t be able to
achieve what you want in life. 

Action Tips:

G o a l s

It can be really important to set goals which are
realistic, meaningful and achievable. Breaking
goals down into smaller chunks can also make

them more attainable as you can take little
steps towards your big goals, rather than feel
overwhelmed and ready to give up before you

even get started!

For example, let’s imagine you’ve set yourself a goal to write a
book. Rather than focusing on the entire goal all at once, you
might start by aiming to complete the plan for the book within a
month. You might then set the goal to write the first chapter in 2
weeks. If you continue working towards this goal in small and
realistic chunks, you are more likely to achieve it. 



If your life seems as though it’s lacking purpose, you might
be more likely to feel misaligned and lost. It can also be
difficult to radiate with confidence when you’re unsure
about what you’re working towards. Having a sense of

purpose, even if it’s small, can help you strengthen your
sense of self-confidence and wake up in the morning

knowing what truly matters to you. 

Purpose

Action Tips;

With this sense of purpose, you’ll be more likely to take
action towards your dreams, feel sure about your place in

the world, connect with like-minded people, create
meaningful things and perhaps, even find a career which

enhances your sense of purpose. Combined, all these
factors can greatly increase your sense of self-worth and

confidence. 

Figure out at least 3 things which are important
to you. For example, taking care of your children
(or pets), improving your health and wellbeing,

learning new things, working in a particular
career, creating something or engaging in certain
hobbies. You might like to create a vision board

which incorporates all the things which are
important to you, so you can put it somewhere to

remind you of your different purposes in life.  



Thought 
 Patterens

Negative ways of thinking can harm self-confidence, while
positive thinking patterns can help strengthen your sense of
confidence. For example, imagine you’re trying a new hobby,
such as playing piano. When you have difficulties playing the

right notes and reading the music, you might start to
mentally tell yourself things like “I’m so stupid! Why can’t I
ever learn things easily?” or “I knew I wouldn’t be good at
this”. These negative thoughts can cause you to feel like
you’re not good enough and impact your self-esteem.  

However, if you engage in positive thinking, you might slowly
strengthen your confidence in playing piano (or whatever

else you may be doing!). You might use phrases like

“I’m still learning and that’s ok, I’m
doing really well” or “I’ve come a long

way in a short amount of time”.

Action Tip:                                     Start to notice when negative thought
patterns appear and experiment with replacing negative

thoughts with more positive, encouraging thoughts.  



R e s p e c t

Being respected by the people around you
(and respecting yourself!) can help enhance
your sense of confidence. When you feel
respected, you are also more likely to feel
valued as an employee, partner, family
member, friend and human being (or
whichever other roles you may have!). 
 
On the other hand, without respect, you
might feel as though your own thoughts,
feelings, needs and wants don’t really
matter, which can damage your self-worth
and self-esteem.   

Action Tips:
To begin with, it may be important to develop your own sense of
self-respect. Notice when you care about the wants and needs of
others above your own and start to value what you want and
need, too.  
 
Try not to compare yourself with others and express your true,
authentic self.  
 
Another way you can develop your self-respect is to create healthy
boundaries and stick to them. For example, rather than answering
work emails at home, let your boss know that you will only be
answering emails during work hours and turn off your
notifications so you won’t be tempted to answer them!   
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We hope you 
enjoy 

getting to 
know 

yourself 
better


